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in the Twelfth Century: Urbs fracta and renovatio

Rome

DALE KINNEY
BrynMawr College

Abstract

reason

's grand
Krautheimer
Richard
synthesis
of the history of
in medieval
and politics
Rome has inspired
art, architecture,
a generation
revision
including
of subsequent
publications,
on the twelfth century, this essay rereads
ist ones. Focusing
Krautheimer

against a semiotic paradigm
an alternative
version

and
Trachtenberg
by Peter Cornelius

byMarvin
proposed
of the history offered
both with socio
supplementing

Claussen,

historical,
archaeological,
last twenty-five years. The

and
result

art historical
is a more

of the

research

reception-oriented

history that highlights social and political diversitywithin

Rome

and possible
churches
familiar

of the
of the intended messages
1100 and 1143: San Clemente,
in
San Crisogono,
and Santa Maria

misreadings
built between

Santa Maria

in Cosmedin,
discoveries
Archaeological
Balbi also illuminate the revalorization
in such texts as Hildebert
ofLavardin

like those in the Crypta
ruins found
of ancient
nihil"
's "Par tibi, Roma,

Trastevere.

and

urbis Romae.

the Mirabilia

brated its own silver anniversary in 2005. More precisely, it
takes off fromMarvin Trachtenberg's brilliant riffon Kraut
heimer's account of Rome in the twelfth century and appro
priates Trachtenberg's theoretical oppositions in a different,
more historical key.
Trachtenberg's contribution to the Festschrift that post
humously marked Krautheimer's one-hundredth birthday in
1997 highlights the disappointment with which the honor?e
described
nous,"

Rome's

medieval

"unexciting,"

"conservative
the ambivalence

churches:

"isolated,"

and

"insular

retardataire."1

of Krautheimer's

monoto

"somewhat
and

Trachtenberg
explanation

uninventive,"
also
of

noticed

these

qual

ities. Positively, the repetition of early Christian architectural
forms played a role in papal propaganda by advertising the
renewal of the apostolic Church and papal government, but
therewas also a failure of imagination; Rome was "weighed

down by her past."

Trachtenberg proposed that analyzing the twelfth-century
churches semiotically, as elements in a "structuralist field of
the production of meaning," would neutralize the unspoken
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unfavorable

assessment:

techno

logical and stylistic development. If Santa Maria in Traste
vere (Fig. 1) looks "conservative and retardataire," it is by
comparison to a building like Saint-Denis (Fig. 2), which was
progressive and avant-garde. The sign-system of Rome did
not include Saint-Denis, however, so the historian's implicit

and its attendant judgments are inappropriate.
Trachtenberg called for understanding Rome as a "closed
semiotic circle," inwhich "all reference was to itself and its
deeply historicist" ideology of a papacy rooted in the time of
comparison

Constantine.

The

semiotic

of Rome's

power

twelfth-century

churches lay precisely in their recursive reference to a chain
of self-similar antecedents. The churches also signified by
means of difference from other forms of building:
...
to

This jubilee offering to the International Center of Me
dieval Art was composed originally for a more somber anni
versary, the 2004 decennial remembrance of the death of
Richard Krautheimer inRome. It departs from one of his best
known works, Rome: Profile of a City, 312-1305, which cele

for Krautheimer's

the
...

of

point

display

Roman

churches

medieval
from

difference?...

was
(and

contemporary

older) churches anywhere else in theworld?and
thereby
simultaneously to display identity with the point of
origination thatwas the foundation of [the papacy's]
entire ideological structure.2
In "the semiotic theaterof medieval Rome," churches also
functioned to display difference from another set of buildings,
antique

ones.

. . .The stark contrast between the
polished network of
churches
ruins

that

and

the formless

surrounded

them

sea

of rotting, ancient
pagan
. . . served
. . .would
have

visually and psychologically to degrade and devalue the
remains of ancient buildings.3
Trachtenberg proposed that the "structural dialectics" that
to degraded
opposed the "ever-restored Christian Rome"
pagan

ruins

prehensive
included

was

not

but

accidental

the

result

of

"a

[papal] strategy towards pagan antiquities"

despoliation,

neglect,

and

"re-signing"

pagan

com

that

monu

ments as churches, thereby shifting them "to the other side of
the semiotic field."4
The synthesis of the dialectical poles of Christian and
pagan buildings occurred, according to Trachtenberg, not

in Rome but in Florence in the architecture of Filippo Bru
nelleschi. The implication that the dialectic failed?that the

poles remained frozen?in Rome ismisleading, however, for
throughout theMiddle Ages therewere periods of rapproche
ment followed by divergence. In the fifthcentury, the nave of
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FIGURE

1. Rome, Santa Maria

in Trastevere,

1139-1143

(photo:

Santa Maria Maggiore
(Fig. 13) achieved a synthesis of the
basilica
elevation with the classical Ionic
Christian
early
in
twelfth
the
century, Santa Maria inTrastevere
peripteros;
made a new, stronger synthesis in which the colonnade is
blatantly pagan, displaying capitals carved with busts of Isis,
Serapis, and Harpocrates (Figs. 3-5). These two Ionic Christian
elevations are nearly identical and also profoundly unalike.
in
Santa Maria inTrastevere repeats Santa Maria Maggiore
a mode unthinkable in the fifthcentury, but typical of the
aesthetic and historical fascination with Antiquity that pre
vailed in the twelfth.
in
polarity, Santa Maria
Rephrasing Trachtenberg's
Trastevere

represents

a

synthesis

of

the

urbs

fracta?the

shattered pagan city?with the Christian church "renewed"
by the eleventh-century reform. Krautheimer described this
reflorescence as an outcome of the political goal of renovatio
Romae,

200

a

generative

"new

image

of Rome,

grand

if ephemeral,

Istituto Centrale

per

il Catalogo

e la Documentazione,

D

1822).

[that] emerged around the year 1000." The existence of an
Ottonian Rome-centered "renewal ideology" is now disputed,
but in 1980 itwas bedrock inmedieval history and a plausible
support for a narrative inwhich the ambition of Otto III (983
1002) to restore Rome as a center of empire flows seamlessly

intoHildebrand's vision of a Rome-centered Church, thepapal
imperial Concordat of Worms (1122) and the imperializing
the revival of
ceremony of Pope Innocent II (1130-1143),
the senate (1143-1144),
and the struggles with Frederick
Barbarossa (1152-1190). By the thirteenthcentury, according
to Krautheimer,

"Rome

. . .was,

in a very

real

sense,

head

of

theworld, caput mundi through the papacy, a power center in
politics, in law, in finances."5
According toKrautheimer, the buildings that expressed
this political renovatio constituted a "second renewal" of
Roman church architecture, the first having been the "Caro
lingian

Renascence."

Three

churches?Santi

Quattro

Coronati,

FIGURE

San

Clemente,

out

as

and

representative

Santa
of

Maria

2. Saint-Denis,

ambulatory,

in Trastevere?were

the second

renewal;

1140-1143

singled

each

one

stands

for a type represented by other examples, and all have early
Christian antecedents. Santi Quattro Coronati (completed
1116) is said to be a version of the sixth- or seventh-century
galleried basilica, although its galleries are not practicable.

San Clemente (1110-1130)
is the "standard type" of early
Christian basilica made canonical by its own fourth-century
predecessor and by examples like Santa Sabina; itwas fol
lowed by Santa Maria inCosmedin (ca. 1123). Santa Maria in
Trastevere is the transept-typeof Old St. Peter's and St. Paul's;
the same type occurs in San Crisogono (1123-1130)
and, in
the thirteenth century, in the west basilica at San Lorenzo
fuori

le mura.

In Krautheimer's

view

the major

new

construc

tions of twelfth-centuryRome are all reducible to these three
basic designs, with or without other optional features: the
porch, the bell tower, diaphragm arches.6
The basilicas of the twelfth-century rebirth "stand apart
from the run-of-the-mill church building . . . [that] prevailed
from the late ninth century through to the twelfth," that is,

(photo: Foto Marburg/Art

converted

temples,

Resource,

NY).

"ensconced

chapels

in ancient

ruins,"

and

small freestanding buildings with just one nave and an apse.7
Yet however impressive inRome, thebasilicas of the renovado
seem modest if compared with developments elsewhere in the
renovated Roman empire, which comprised northern Italy and
parts of what today are Germany and France. It is at this point
inKrautheimer's narrative that the unflatteringphrases noticed
by Trachtenberg come into play, as he acknowledged that the
churches

of

"somewhat
text of

the second

renewal

monotonous,"

appear

"unexciting

the great Romanesque

churches

"remarkably

uniform,"

viewed

in the con

when
of

these

same

years"

or

earlier, like Saint-Etienne at Caen, Cluny III, Sant'Ambrogio
inMilan, and Durham Cathedral, not tomention thewest and
east ends of Saint-Denis. These are only interim judgments,
however, which preface a new explanation: the stimulus for the
Roman renewal was Montecassino
(Fig. 6); its "matrix" was
"Petrine,

Constantinian,

and

imperial

Rome";

consequently,

the renewal embraced not only Rome's early Christian church
designs but also itspre-Christian artistic legacy. The renovado
voiced in the rhetoric of the senate (exemplified according to
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4. Rome, Santa Maria

3. Rome, Santa Maria

in Trastevere,

Isis capital

in Trastevere,

(photo: author).

right colonnade

FIGURE

(photo: Foto

Vasari, No.

5. Rome, Santa Maria

13167).

in Trastevere, Serapis

capital

(photo: author).

Krautheimer by theMirabilia urbis Romae) was secular, but
humanistic thinkers like Hildebert of Lavardin could see that
Antiquity, including pagan Antiquity, had a necessary place in
the expression

of Christian

as well.8

Rome

frame

The

introduction of Montecassino made the "uniform,"
"unexciting" churches more important. It elevated them above

the local context. In Trachtenberg's terms, the new basilicas
displayed identitynot only with Rome's seminal early Christian
churches but with medieval churches elsewhere thatemulated
the same models. These twelfth-centurybuildings aligned their
sponsors with other,more eminent patronswho shared the same
retrospective ideals, notably Abbot Desiderius ofMontecassino
(1058-1087), who was briefly Pope Victor III (1087). Equally
in their

important,

of non-

appropriation

or

pre-Christian

art

forms, including architectural spolia and images like the
naked putti represented in the apse mosaic of San Clemente,
theRoman basilicas linked the revivalist ideology of Church
reform to the "renaissance" of classical literature and art
generally ascribed to other regions. Thus political renovado,
ecclesiastical reform, and humanistic renaissance could all
flow together to become a single, uniquely Roman "context,"
of which San Clemente, Santa Maria
new

the other

Roman

churches

were

In thewake of Krautheimer's
art, and

architecture,

more

many

inTrastevere, and all of
expressions.

grand synthesis of politics,
particular

publications

have

illuminated twelfth-century Rome.9 A new synthesis is in
order, but that is too large a project for this paper. As a more
limited exercise I will use the prism of Trachtenberg's

semiotic model to consider one overtly revisionist history
first offered by Peter Cornelius Claussen in 1992.10 Claussen
dissected the Roman revival into three distinct phases: the

second half of the eleventh century, represented by Santa
inCosmedin and some more fragmentary projects; the

Maria

pontificate of Paschal II (1099-1118),
represented by San
Clemente; and the period after 1122, represented by San
Crisogono and Santa Maria in Trastevere. In the first phase
Rome

was

aim was

almost
not

"an

renovado

artistic
but

colony

conservado?the

of Montecassino";
consolidation

the
of

existing, still functional structures.The second phase, prompted
by theNorman sack and fire of 1084, was directed toward
restaurado or renewal and, although it had a Roman flavor,
it also was deeply indebted toMontecassino. The last phase,

renovado triumphans, followed theConcordat ofWorms and
was marked by the display of imperial attributes like porphyry
and lavish spolia. Finally, aftermid-century the hunt for spolia
to signify renovado was replaced by the production of new
elements in the image of antiquity, "a fictional. . .medieval

antiquity," corresponding to tropes of textual description like
those in theMirabilia
urbis Romae.
Claussen's
version of the history contains some sharp
departures fromKrautheimer's, including the removal of Santa
Maria inCosmedin from theperiod of renovado and the stress
on San Crisogono, which Krautheimer tended to leave in the
shadow of Santa Maria

reconstruction of Santa Maria in Cosmedin in the eleventh
century depends on the date of themarble frame surrounding
the portal into the nave, signed by "John of Venice," but the

in Trastevere. His placement of the

was

cut

down

for reuse

in its present

location,

so

and

provides only a terminuspost quern.11Whatever the date of the
walls, the elaborate Cosmatesque decoration inside the church
remains anchored in the 1120s by inscriptions.While the re
assignment of Santa Maria inCosmedin remains questionable,
inmy opinion, Claussen's
emphasis on San Crisogono over
in Trastevere is unobjectionable. Before him,
Santa Maria
Joachim Poeschke had also insisted on the seminal position
of San Crisogono in the twelfth-centuryrevival, showing how
clearly it stands apart from buildings like San Clemente and
declaring it the origin of a new Roman "school" of architec
ture and

decoration.12

San Crisogono was constructed over the site of its early
Christian predecessor by its titular cardinal, John of Crema
(1116-1137), who is best known today for thedefeat and public

humiliation of the antipope Gregory VIII, Maurice of Braga,
whom he captured in Sutri in 1121 and sent toRome mounted
backwards on a camel.13 The cardinal's refoundation of his

titular church followed immediately thereafter and may have
been funded by the reward for his success. After razing the
early Christian basilica, Cardinal John sponsored a wholly
new complex on its site:monastic quarters with a cloister and
chapel, completed by 1123, and a grand transept basilica with
granite Ionic colonnades, enormous porphyry columns under
the triumphal arch, and a splendid Cosmatesque
pavement
(Figs. 7 and 12). An inscription commemorating his benefac
tions, dated 1129, asked "those who read or hear this" to pray
to Christ on his behalf.14

Claussen detailed the features that set San Crisogono apart
from churches built earlier in the twelfth century:
to

Compared

the modest

arcaded

. . .with

churches

theirconglomeration of columns and capitals, their rela
tively narrow, steep proportions and their lack of light,
themonumental porch [of San Crisogono] appears ex
traordinary,

as do

the expansive

colonnades

of

its nave,

lit by many windows, with architraves making a per
spective connection to the altar, and the triumphal arch
rising over powerful porphyry columns.15
Also distinctive are itsmore imposing size and the "new aes
thetic" in the choice of spolia, which created regularity in the
Ionic nave colonnades and meaningful variety under the hier
archically more important triumphal arch, where the reused
capitals are Corinthian.16 Echoing Louis Duchesne's descrip
tion of San

Crisogono

as a

"victory

monument,"

Claussen

in

terpreted it as the expression of the "triumphal" phase of papal
self-representation that followed the ratification of the Con
cordat ofWorms by theLateran Council in 1123. This phase
lasted until themiddle of the twelfth century and included
Santa

Maria

in Trastevere.17
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6. Montecassino,

FIGURE

7. Rome, San Crisogono,

San Benedetto,

1066-1071,

1123-1129,

ground plan

ground plan

(G. Carbonara,

(M. Cigola,

"La basilica

Iussu Desiderii,

Fig.

di S. Crisogono,"

VIII).

PL 4).

?/?\=,

it

h
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IN LATERANO

S.GIOVANNI

i=40 Roman feet
S. PAOLO fuori lemura

=30Roman feet
FIGURE

8. Rome, Lateran

St. Peter's,

Cathedral,

and St. Paul's,

modular

ground plans

Like Poeschke, Claussen
rejected the influence of
on this last phase of the architectural develop
Montecassino
ment, limiting the role of theBenedictine abbey church to the
period before the Concordat ofWorms. This is an improve
ment on Krautheimer's periodization, in which the ghost of
Abbot Desiderius'
church lingers on almost until themid
twelfth century, persisting from a much earlier stage of his
research. In 1942 Krautheimer wrote:
Strange as itmay seem the Roman churches of the
twelfth century, Sta. Maria
in Trastevere, the upper
church of S. Crisogono, or Sant'Eusebio do not depend
directly either on the fourth- or on the ninth-century
basilicas of the city; their transepts,which hardly pro
trude beyond the aisles, and their three apses give evi
dence that they depend on the great Benedictine abbey
of Monte Cassino.18

None of theRoman churches has three apses, of course, and
forty years

later Krautheimer

gave

a much

more

ac

accurate

count of

the formal relationships between the twelfth
century transept basilicas and their fourth-centuryprototypes:
Transept basilicas, such as S. Maria in Trastevere and
S. Crisogono, call tomind first and most obviously St.
Peter's.

. . .
However,

a

major

feature

of St. Peter's,

the

(A. K. Frazer,

low

narrow,

et al, Corpus

inKrautheimer

transept

and

its exedrae

basilicarum,

. . . had

given

V, PI

VIII).

way

at S. Paolo to a high, continuous transept, its end walls
in linewith the aisles....
It seems as ifmedieval church
a norm the S. Paolo type and
as
had
planners
accepted
had conceptually superimposed it on the uncanonical
plan of St. Peter's, the basilica that nonetheless ideally
remained the archetype of all medieval church building
in Rome.19

Although the later description no longer implies a need for
it, Krautheimer continued to believe that "Monte Cassino
remained the direct and closest model for Roman church
planners,"

even

if St.

Paul's?also

a Benedictine

monastery

a collateral influence." In
in the twelfth century?"exerted
addition to San Crisogono and Santa Maria inTrastevere, "its
earliest seedlings," he maintained thatMontecassino
inspired
two innovations thatPoeschke later defined as purely Roman:

freestanding bell towers and, perhaps, trabeated porches.20
Claussen's phased account of the twelfth-centuryartistic
renovado improves upon Krautheimer's history, and it com
plicates Trachtenberg's semiotic critique by introducing a new
category of difference. If we accept Claussen's distinctions,

San Crisogono displayed difference not only from the surround
ing "pagan" urbs fracta but also from other new churches in
the same landscape, like Santa Maria inCosmedin. On theother
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FIGURE

9. Rome, St. Peter's,

FIGURE

10. St. Paul's,

axonometric

axonometric

reconstruction

reconstruction

offourth-century

of fourth-century

state (H. and K. Brandenburg,

state (H. and K. Brandenburg,

inDie

inDie

fr?hchristlichen Kirchen Roms, Fig. XI.9).

fr?hchristlichen Kirchen

Roms, Fig. XV. 10).

~m.
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FIGURE
Apost?lica

FIGURE
Catalogo

11. D. Tasselli,
Vaticana

section of St. Peter's,

before demolition

in 1605, Biblioteca

12. Rome, San Crisogono,
interior (photo:
e la Documentazione,
D 1890).

lstituto Centrale

per

il

hand, the semiotic model challenges Claussen's
implicitly
semiotic reconstruction: If San Crisogono signified victory,
how did itdo so and to whom?
The transept is nearly always taken to be thedominant sig
nifier because

Apost?lica

Vaticana,

Arch. S. Pietro A 64 ter,fol. 12 (photo: ?Biblioteca

[Vatican]).

it recalls the fourth-century apostles' basilicas,

FIGURE
Deutsches

St. Peter's

interior (photo: Hutzel,
13. Rome, Santa Maria Maggiore,
432-440,
Institut, Rome, No. 1968.5269).
Arch?ologisches

and

St. Paul's,

as well

St. Peter's.21 Krautheimer's
century

transepts

as

favoring

as

Carolingian

imitations

of

1980 description of the twelfth
St. Paul's

rather

than St. Peter's

is correct (Figs. 7 and 8). In plan, the twelfth-century tran
septs have a depth-to-width ratio of 1:3, as does St. Paul's,

207

while

St.

Peter's

was

transept

narrower

proportionately

(1:3.65).22 The distinction was even more perceptible
external

elevation

St. Peter's

because

was

transept

in the

also

pro

Understanding the twelfth-century transept basilicas as ex
amples of "serial recreations" going back to the fourth century
(as even

was

St. Paul's

a re-creation

means

of St. Peter's)

that

portionately lower, with a roof ridge as much as 9 meters be
low thatof the nave, compared to 6 meters below at St. Paul's
(Figs. 9 and 10).23 Again, the twelfth-century architects fol
lowed St. Paul's. For this and other reasons the silhouettes of

the gesture of re-creation itself was not particularly signifi
cant. Itwas what medieval architects did for centuries, and
continued to do inmany places even after the spirit of Gothic

the twelfth-century churches are distinctly Pauline.
Inside thenave, however, San Crisogono and Santa Maria
inTrastevere lookmore Petrine (Figs. 1,11 and 12). Like theirs,

To return to Trachtenberg's
semiotic model of Rome:
Claussen's characterization of the trabeated transept basilica
presumes that itdisplayed difference from other recently reno

nave

St. Peter's
the nave

was

were

colonnades
There

arcaded.

at St. Paul's

while

trabeated,

is even

a numeric

to

reference

in the number of columns in the twelfth-century
colonnades: eleven, exactly half the count in the nave colon
nades of St. Peter's and unlike St. Paul's, which had 20 columns
St. Peter's

side.

per

But

St. Peter's

were

colonnades

dis

heterogeneous,

playing at least three types of marble in addition to at least two
kinds of granite among the shafts, and a mix of foliate types
in the capitals.24 The model for the uniform Ionic colonnades
in San Crisogono (and the slightly less uniform ones in Santa
inTrastevere) was neither St. Peter's nor St. Paul's, but
Santa Maria Maggiore, where the relatively rare Ionic elevation
first appeared (Fig. 13).25As at St. Paul's, however, the col
umns in Santa Maria Maggiore are of gleaming Proconnesian

Maria

marble, not the dark granite of the twelfth-century imitations.
There

is some

evidence

stantinian

Lateran

nave

that all-granite

to be seen in the fourth of Rome's

were

colonnades

great basilicas,

the Con

cathedral.26

The new form of Cardinal John of Crema's basilica was
therefore

a specific

neither

to St.

reference

Peter's

nor,

as

Krautheimer later phrased it, a "conceptual superimposition"
on this "ideal archetype" of the improved design of St. Paul's.
It is a visually cogent synthesis of four of the five early Chris
tian churches that, since the twelfth century,have been desig
nated

Rome's

basilicas

"patriarchal"
St. Paul's,

St. Peter's,

Santa Maria

(ecclesiae

patriarchales):
and

Maggiore,

the Lateran.27

The design effectively reinvents the early Christian basilica on
the basis of the surviving examples most closely connected
with the pope. The synthetic abstraction of this version is un
usual, but the reinvention had many precedents. Rather than
Giovanni

"revivals,"
tions

are better

that

Carbonara

suggested
as "rewriting,"

understood

Zumthor's description of medieval

these

in the sense

repeti

poetry:

alongside short ones, double versions with different
envois, etc....
[It is] the uncontestable fact that thiswas
rewriting.

variations

terpieces,'

208

practice,
.The whole
as

appears....
ations,

..

more

if formed

closely

less

analogous

'Romanesque'

of

in greater

themselves

or

of

or

innumerable
lesser
related

degree
to one

to our
thus

poetry
serial
from

some

infected

architects

in France.29

vated churches like Santa Maria in Cosmedin (Figs. 14 and
15), which has three apses but no transept, arches over the col
umns rather than architraves, and colonnades rhythmically

interruptedby piers. Santa Maria inCosmedin is also notably
smaller than San Crisogono.30 Medieval visitors surelywould
have seen these differences, but they also would have been
dazzled by the colorful and abundant ornament that the smaller
church shares with San Crisogono. The lushmosaic pavement
of Santa Maria inCosmedin is dominated by an astonishingly

large porphyry rota in front of the choir (Fig. 16). The choir
and presbyterywere enclosed by marble panels with porphyry
and green mosaic, and behind them a massive Roman granite
tub serves as the altar. In the depth of the apse stands a throne

adorned with porphyry plaques and ancient lion protomes that
form armrests (Fig. 17). And the spoliate colonnades, however
awkwardly assembled, display a variety of marble shafts and

capitals, including figured capitals, that are visually more
accessible than the upper reaches of the colonnades of San
Crisogono.

Claussen attributed the pavement and the liturgical fur
niture to the earliest of theRoman marble-working families,
sired by Paulus opifexmagnus (the great craftsman), because of
the strong resemblance of themarble and porphyry ornament of
the choir screens to a parapet in the cathedral of Ferentino,

which Paulus
Cosmedin,
the surviving
wise

unknown

in

signed with this epithet.31 In Santa Maria

however,

no

craftsman's

inscriptions
papal

signatures

commemorate

functionary

were

found;

all

the donor,

an other

or

treasurer)

(camerarius

called Alfanus.32 Alfanus' name appears from one end of the
building to the other. In the porch visitors are greeted by his
tomb, which is inscribed:

of Paul

. .. [medieval
poets] created not several textsof the same
but
several
poems depending on the same tra
poem,
dition. ... Many courtly love poems have long versions

the medieval

"modernism"

recre
'mas

another.28

Worthy Alfanus, perceiving that all things pass away, set
up this sarcophagus forhimself lest he perish completely.
On the outside thework wholly delights, but inside it
warns that afterwards sad things are waiting.33
In the depth of the apse, the sculptured throne bears the
words "Alfanus had thismade for you, Virgin Mary," and the
same inscription appears on one of the chancel screens. On
the lip of the granite tub another inscription records the dedi
cation of the altar by Pope Callixtus II and the "very many
gifts" bestowed upon itby Alfanus.34 The date in this last in
scription, 6May 1123, is taken tomark the end of the extensive

FIGURE

15. Rome, Santa Maria

1123

in Cosmedin,

(G. Tognetti and L. Bazzani,
Cosmedin, PI. LI).

FIGURE
(Giovenale,

14. Rome, Santa Maria
in Cosmedin,
before 1123, ground plan
La Basilica di S. Maria
in Cosmedin, Fig. 124).

and presumably very expensive campaign of marble embel
lishment by Paulus and/or his sons.35
The throne (Fig. 17), "the top of [it] round behind, and
[with] two hands on either side holding the seat, and two lions
[standing], one at each hand," is a representation of theThrone
of Solomon. It is easily recognizable as such even if it is raised
on three steps rather than six and lacks the twelve "little lions"
that stood on the six steps, according to the description in the

thirdBook of Kings.36 The Throne of Solomon was a common
place allegory of theVirgin Mary, "whose beauty theAlmighty
desired, and inwhom God placed his throne," in thewords of
a fervid sermon by Nicholaus of Clairvaux, who was inRome
before 1140. "She is thatmarvelous throne,of which one reads

in Giovenale,

reconstruction
La Basilica

of interior in
di S. Maria
in

in the Book of Kings in these words: 'King Solomon made a
"37An intentional
grand throne.'
application of this allegory
in Santa Maria inCosmedin is confirmed by the second line
inscribed on the chancel: "[Alfanus had thismade for you,
Mary, Virgin] and Mother of the King, nurturing wisdom
Alma sophia alludes
(alma sophya) of the supreme Father^
to another metaphorical
seat
the
of wisdom {sedes
throne,
was
as Christ and
in
which
understood
Wisdom
sapientiae),
his

seat?the

throne?as

the womb

of Mary.

The

"throne

of

wisdom" was too commonplace a trope for the twelfth-century
reader tomiss, even if the inscription inverts itby grammati
cally equating Wisdom with Mary rather than with Christ.39
The allegory gives the inscription on the throne a peculiarly
intimate quality, as if its "you" (tibi) were the throne itself,
and the inscription an echo of Alfanus' own speech: "Alfanus
had thismade for you, Mary Virgin." Very few would have
been able to read this blandishment, of course, because the
throne stands behind a progression of marble barriers that
enforced the distinctions between lay people and churchmen,
thosewho knew Latin and thosewho did not. But in itsprivacy
the throne reaffirmswhat is already evident at the entrance,
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16. Rome, Santa Maria
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(photo: Foto
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interior (photo: Alinari/Art Resource,
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Vasari, No.
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Santa

throne (photo: Foto
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is best known todaymay also have been among the cardinal's

^O^i

benefactions.40

Like Alfanus
Anastasius

theTreasurer and John of Crema, Cardinal

advertised

his

authorship

at more

than

one

place

in his new basilica. Sixteenth-century visitors could still read
the inscription on his tomb:
That man renewed your temple, holy fatherClement,
whose dust and shadow lie in this tomb.
Excellent in character and life, as priest of the City

he shone brightly. By name he was called Anastasius.
A proper life, pious effort, and strength of religion
made him conspicuous for his merits.

Whoever reads this tomb, you shall read,
"Be called child of God; kneel down toHim."41
Peter Cornelius Claussen
cardinal's

grave

was

under

and Irmgard Voss believe
the marble

pavement

that the

in what

they

call the "lay persons' nave" (the part of the nave between the
eastern entrance and the choir), because the inscriptionwould
have fitwithin the square at the center of the cross that is
formed in this area by intersecting bands of roundels-and

guilloche (6 in Fig. 19).42 This is pure speculation, but if true
itmeans thatSan Clemente was literally centered on its donor,
in an even more emphatic personalization of sacred space than

was effected in Santa Maria in Cosmedin.
A second commemorative inscription occurs in the focal
point of the basilica, as at Santa Maria inCosmedin engraved
on the throne in the apse (Fig. 20): "Anastasius, cardinal priest
of this title church, began and completed thiswork."43 Belying
its modest tone and unpretentious epigraphy, the signature

aggressively appropriates what seems to be a relic of the
fourth-century church: a plaque with the calligraphic frag
ment martyr,
stood on its side and trimmed to make the
back of the twelfth-century seat. The association with the

19. Rome, San Clemente, drawing
and Claussen,
"Das Paviment," Plan 2).

FIGURE

of pavement

(I. Voss,

in Voss

that Santa Maria inCosmedin was Alfanus' personal gesture,
in an important sense his church.
At almost exactly the same time, at San Clemente on the
other side of the Palatine hill, authorship of another renova
tion was claimed by its titular cardinal, Anastasius
(1102?

1125). His project, like thatof Cardinal John of Crema at San
Crisogono, began with the demolition of a venerable early
Christian basilica in order to construct a new church and
time for canons rather thanmonks?at
living quarters?this
a higher level on the same site. As at both San Crisogono and

Santa Maria inCosmedin, the new church was brilliantly out
fitted with a gorgeous mosaic pavement and marble furni
ture: choir and presbytery enclosures, altar and ciborium, and
apsidal throne (Fig. 18). The apse mosaic forwhich the church

martyr Pope Clement (91-101) is inescapable.44 The gesture of
overwriting ismore ambiguous, as itboth renews an obsolete
memorial by giving it fresh purpose and ruins it by spoiling
the integrityof its single auratic word.
The basilica thatwas buried by Cardinal Anastasius' new
constructions

had

just been

redecorated

with

large-scale

narra

tivemurals donated by two lay people, Be?o de Rapiza and
his wife "Maria the butcher" (macellaria).45 Beno and Maria
evidently were devoted to St. Clement. They named their son
for him and their paintings memorably portray his miracles

and cult, including the laughable attempt of the pagan official
Sisinnius to interferewith Pope Clement sayingMass, the trans
lation of thepope's remains from theVatican to San Clemente,
and themiraculous survival of a little boy left behind when
thewater rolled in over the saint's tomb on the floor of the sea
near Cherson (Fig. 21).46 This last image occupies a section of

the innerwall of the old porch analogous to the site of Alfanus'
tomb in Santa Maria in Cosmedin. In a lower register, the
painting shows a clipeate portrait of the saint flanked by the
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21. Rome, San Clemente, lower church, The Miracle
of the Child
ca. 1090-1100
in J. Wilpert, Die r?mischen
(photo: Danesi,

from Cherson,
FIGURE

20. Rome, San Clemente,

apsidal

throne (photo: Foto

Vasari, No.

benefactors
Clement,"

and

their

a daughter

"Beno,"

family:
"Altilia,"

and

Maria,"

"Lady

her

perhaps

nurse.

"Little
John

Osborne has argued that the area beneath thismural was "in
tended for the burial of one or more members of the family."
Certainly the subject?the saint's power to save the innocent
fromdeath?is intensely suggestive of such a function, as is the
inscription: "In the name of theLord. I, Be?o de Rapiza, had

thispainted for love of blessed Clement and the redemption of
my soul." A pendant inscription forMaria appears on the same
wall, on the opposite side of the door into the nave: "I, Maria
the butcher, had this painted for fear of God and the remedy
of my soul."47Whatever the fate of theirmortal remains, in
these painted words and images an otherwise unknown Roman
itsmembers in a state of
family managed to memorialize
to
St.
and through him toGod
Clement,
privileged proximity
himself.48

As tradespeople, Beno and Maria
class"

comprising

makers,

cobblers,

tailors,
miners,

belonged

ironworkers,
bakers,

butchers,

pot
and

emerged as a distinctive social and economic
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Mosaiken

und Malereien

dert, 2nd ed. (Freiburg

13177).

to a "middle

makers,
others,

rope
which

unit in Rome

vom IV bis XIII.

der kirchlichen Bauten

im Breisgau,

1917),

Jahrhun

IV, PL 241).

in the second half of the eleventh century. In an increasingly
dynamic

economy

accumulate

wealth

these
and

commercial
real

estate;

artisans
one

were

able

to

multi-generational

family of macellai possessed several properties on the ascent
to the Palatine and around Santa Maria Nova, thus not far
from San Clemente.49 Twelfth-century Rome teemed with
churches whose names imply the patronage of these lay folk:

Saint Benedict of theKettle-Makers (de Caccabis), Saint Mary
of the Blacksmiths
of the
Saint Nicholas
(de Ferraris),
Lime Burners (Calcarariorum), Saint Nicholas of the Rope
Makers (Funariorum), Saint Nicholas of the Scissors Makers
(Forbitorum),

etc.50 Other

churches

were

associated

with

in

dividuals or families, such as Saint Cecilia of Nicholas the
Marshall (Nicolai marescalci), Saint Lawrence of Nicola Naso
(de Nicola Nasonis), Saint Mary in the precinct of Lady Mic
cina (Curtis donnae Miccinae),
and Saint Mary of Lady Rose
aureum
in
castrum
the
(dominae Rosae)
(the ruins of theThe
ater of Baibus, Fig. 22).51 These were what Krautheimer called
"the run-of-the-mill church building[s] . . . [that] prevailed
from the late ninth century through to the twelfth." There
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22. Map,

of Santa Maria

Dominae

Rosae

(Crypta Balbi)

were hundreds of them, varying from shapeless cells in the
bowels of ancient ruins to canonical aisled basilicas like Santa
Maria Dominae Rosae. Although almost none survive, these
modest churches cannot be forgotten in any discussion of
Roman architectural semiotics, for theywere the context in
which

San

were

Tradespeople
lus,

San

Clemente,

the "accursed

and

Crisogono
one constitutive

turbulent"

et al. were

Roman

understood.

element

of

people

who

the popu
revolted

against the pope in 1143.52What did Cardinal Anastasius'
splendid new basilica signify to them? Claussen observed that
one objective of the cardinal's rebuilding may have been to
liberate San Clemente from an "intolerable" reliance on the
layman

Beno,

whose

excessive

presence

in the decoration

of

theold church had to be eradicated in the spiritof ecclesiastical

(Manacorda,

[Electa,

2001],

Crypta Balbi,

[Electa,

2001],

Fig.

70).

reform.The basilica inwhich Beno was "?berpr?sent" was also
and
decrepit,
irregular,
a cardinal's
title church.

liturgically
In Claussen's

out-of-date,
schema,

"unworthy"
the new

of

church

inaugurates the second phase of the twelfth-centuryRoman
revival?restaurado?and

is also

its perfect

example,

the

"model church" of the clerical reform.He ventured to ascribe
itsprogram toLeo of Ostia (d. 1115), the chronicler ofMonte
cassino, where the planning and ornament that signaled the
reform firstappeared.53 Almost immediately, however, Rome
passed into the third,"triumphal" phase of the revival with the
Lateran Council of 1123 and San Crisogono, so themodel of
San Clemente had no issue.
To Beno and Maria (who could have been alive when
construction rendered the site of their
Cardinal Anastasius'
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votive donations permanently inaccessible),
the new San
Clemente doubtless displayed difference from the old one, but
would it also have signaled difference from San Crisogono?
In a semiotic field dominated by hundreds of less pretentious,
less

expensive,

"run-of-the-mill"

lay-friendly,

minor

churches,

imperial historian Otto of Freising, thepopulus "impetuously
stormed the capitol and, in its eagerness to restore the ancient
glory of the City, reestablished the senatorial order . . ." and
proceeded to renew thewar under its own authority.But Pope
Innocent II realized thatmore was at stake:

the curial basilicas of thefirsthalf of the twelfthcenturymore
likely clustered together,displaying identityto one another and
also displaying thewealth and power of the social unit that

... in his great wisdom and
foresight, fearing that the
Church of God, which formany years had vigorously
maintained the secular power over the City handed
down to it by Constantine, might lose it sooner or later
in some such way as this, [the pope] sought inmany

produced them.
Political conditions favored this semiotic opposition. The
reform of papal government enacted by Pope Urban II (1088?
1099) in thewake of Pope Gregory VII (1073-1085) created
a new ruling class constituted by the cardinals, the church's
and

"senators,"

other

whose

bureaucrats

also outsiders.54An entitlement of Roman noble families in the
tenth and eleventh centuries, the papacy had become a reign
of foreigners. The offices that once made secular and clerical
government "fused and confused" inRome disappeared, and
a new strictlyclerical bureaucracy handled papal business and

reaped revenues from the "lands of St. Peter," many of which
were reclaimed from lay encroachment. The independence of
the clergy from lay interference asserted by the reform created
sharply drawn demarcations between those who were within
and

those

who

were

not.55

The outward expression of church reformmost visible
to theRoman people, paradoxically, was an imitation of the
signs and rituals of secular rule. Popes and cardinals adopted
contemporary feudal insignia and prerogatives and also imi
tated ancient Roman emperors, in a self-fashioning famously

described

by Percy Ernst Schramm

Porphyry,

silk,

sions,

and,

after

gold,
death,

crowns,
ancient

white

purpose

horses,

elaborate
were

all

Clerical

materialism

was

not

confined

the exe

since

the populace

was

growing

stronger.59

avarice and secularism, although the indignantOtto of Freising,
repeating the allegations of Pope Hadrian IV (1154-1159), laid
the violence of the period at his feet:
... themenace of [his] baneful doctrine
began to grow
so strong that not only were the houses and splendid
palaces of Roman nobles and cardinals being destroyed,
but even the reverend persons of some of the cardinals
were shamefully treated by the infuriated populace.62

of

went further,according toPeter theVenerable, and denied the
need for any kind of building: "buildings of sacred places
should not be made, and those thathave been made should be
torn down."58 In Rome the opposition to clerical worldliness

by Arnold of Brescia, but only after the people
had rebelled against the pope for other reasons.
The immediate cause of the revolt of 1143 seems to have
been lust for the possessions of Tivoli, which had been con
quered by a combined force of papal and citizens' militias
but made to swear fealty only to the pope. According to the
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prevent

decade he and the lesser-known Wezel gave leadership, or at
least an ideological platform, to the revolt. Modern scholars
tend to credit Arnold for a principled stand against clerical

proces

course, and inFrance activist preachers likeHenry of Lausanne
(d. 1145?) and Peter of Bruys (d. ca. 1138) led clamorous and
sometimes violent demonstrations on behalf of a true return
to the simplicity of the ecclesia primitiva. Henry preached that
churches should not be made of wood or stone. Peter of Bruys

was mobilized

gifts?to

year after his election.61 He was succeeded by Eugenius III
(Bernard of Pisa), thefirstCistercian pope (1145-1153). Arnold
of Brescia arrived in Rome soon afterward, and in the next

attributes

to Rome,

as

that according to the custom of the priests of old he ought to
live by tithes and offerings alone."60 A futile attempt to retake
the Capitol by force led to Pope Lucius' death, less than a

newly appropriated or revived by the same eleventh- and
twelfth-century popes who called for a return to apostolic
values.57

as well

Indeed, after a second uprising in 1144 the people, "un
willing to set any bounds to their folly," formally constituted
the senate as their ruling body and demanded of the pope (by
then Lucius II, 1144-1145) ". . . that he surrender all his in
... to the
signia
jurisdiction of theirpatrician. They declared

as imitatio imperii.56

sarcophagi

threats

cution of their design. But he could not accomplish his

and

administrative

diplomatic activities focused on world affairs.Concomitantly,
the composition of this class was increasingly international; for
nearly a century, between 1046 and 1130, not one pope was a
Roman, and many of the cardinals, like John of Crema, were

the church

ways?by

Pope Eugenius III also took arms against the populace, now
led by Arnold, with no more success than his predecessor.
Finally, under Hadrian IV Arnold was kidnapped ("fell into
the hands of certain men," as Otto delicately put it) and taken
before Otto's emperor Frederick I, who turned him over to
the prefect of Rome for execution. "After his corpse had
been reduced to ashes ... itwas scattered on the Tiber, lest
his body be held in veneration by themad populace."63
In a widely read treatise addressed to his Cistercian
disciple, Bernard of Clairvaux

was

an

acknowledged

that thepopulus

"affliction":

shall I say about the people? They are theRoman
people. I cannot express my feelings about the people of
your diocese ... more forcefully.What has been so well

What

known

to the ages

the Romans?

They

as

the arrogance

are a

people

and

the obstinacy
of
to peace,

unaccustomed

given to tumult;people rough and intractable even today
and unable to be subdued except when they no longer
have themeans to resist. Behold your affliction; its care
rests with you; it is not right for you to neglect it.64
Moreover, Bernard advised, the people had legitimate griev
ances. Pope Eugenius was surrounded by scheming and ava
ricious

The

advisors.

people

were

poor,

men

the pope's

were

rich. In the midst of poverty "you, the shepherd, go forth
adorned with gold and surrounded by colorful array." If the
pope tried to be modest, his associates would dissuade him,
crying: "Heaven forbid! It is not fitting; it does not suit the
times; it is unbecoming to yourmajesty; remember theposition
you hold."65 By succumbing to such pressures Eugenius failed
to appear in the image of St. Peter:
. . .
Peter,

who

is known

never

to have

gone

in proces

sion adorned with either jewels or silks, covered with
gold, carried on a white horse, attended by a knight or
surrounded

by

clamoring

servants.

...

In

this

finery,

you are the successor not of Peter, but of Constantine.66
Just as Bernard allowed that bishops "stimulate the devo
tion of a carnal people with material ornaments because they
cannot do so with spiritual ones," he also conceded the
pope's need to display magnificence:
I suggest that these thingsmust be allowed for the time
being, but are not to be assumed as a right. Rather, I
urge you on to those things towhich I know you have
an obligation . . .Even if you are arrayed in purple and
gold, there is no reason for you to abhor your pastoral
responsibilities: there is no reason for you to be ashamed
of theGospel. If you but preach theGospel willingly
you will have glory even among theApostles.67

In citing these passages I ammaking a semiotic argument,
not a political one: not that thebasilicas rebuilt by high church
men between 1100 and 1143 caused the rebellion that led to
the restoration of the senate, but that those basilicas were
born into a city inwhich rebellion was imminent, where the

factions that split and fought in 1143 already existed. In that
context, the formal distinctions between transept and non
transept basilicas, or between basilicas with piers in the nave

colonnades and those without, while surely important to
patrons and builders, are not likely to have been perceived by
lay people as signs of difference. On the other hand, colored
marble floors, gold and glass mosaics, polished granite column
shafts and fancy capitals, porphyry rotae, and marble thrones
would have been signs of similitude, creating a semiotic cluster
of churches that, for better or worse, "st[ood] apart from the

run-of-the-mill church building [s]" inwhich themiddle class
and

the secular

invested

aristocracy

their own

resources.

The

new basilicas conspicuously disallowed such lay intervention,
replacing the ?berpr?senz of the Benos and theMarias with
theomnipresence of Alfanus and Anastasius. Pilgrims probably

welcomed the clarity with which the renewed buildings stood
out, and it is to pilgrims, I think, that theywere principally in
tended to speak.

In closing I will turnbriefly to the other pole of Trachten
berg's semiotic binary, the "shattered" (fracta) Rome that
Krautheimer called the "inheritance" of theMiddle Ages and
Trachtenberg described as a "formless sea of rotting, ancient
and
pagan ruins."68 The terms of his stalled dialectic?ruins
the poetic diptych composed by Hildebert of
churches?recall
Lavardin before 1125, although Hildebert famously cast the
ruins as signifiers of greatness as well as decay:
In ruins all, yet still beyond compare,
How great thyprime, thou provest overthrown.
Age hath undone thypride; see, weltering there,
Heaven's

Caesar's

temples,

palace

quite,

quite

down.

The City's fallen, whose greatness would you measure,
"Rome once stood here" is all that can be said.
Yet not the circling years, not sword nor fire

This glorious work could utterly lay low;
Man's toil could make of Rome a city higher
Than toiling gods could wholly overthrow.
Bring now Heaven's grace, bring gold, bringmarble new,
And craftsmen eager for fresh feats of skill:
Your fabric yet the old shall not outdo;
E'en to restore itwill defeat you still.
These sculptured gods the gods themselves amaze,
Content, could each but with his image vie;
Such godlike forms Nature in vain essays
As man creative here doth deify.
Art makes

these

gods

and

not

divinity

. . ,69

The pendant poem celebrates the Christian city,whose
are proof that she has leftbehind her pagan ways:

ruins

When statues, when false deities pleased me
I was great inwar, in people, with ramparts;
But throwing down the images and superstitious altars,
At once I was joined toGod in servitude.
Defenses

stopped working, the gods' palaces were

shattered,

The people were enslaved, the knights declined.
I hardly know what I have been; Rome barely
remembers

Rome,

Ruin scarcely letsme recall myself.
This debris pleases me more than those successes;
I am greater a pauper than rich, prostrate than standing.
The standard of the cross gave me more than the
eagle's,

Peter

more

than Caesar

. . .70
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FIGURE

23. Reconstruction

of the area of Santa Maria

Dominae

Rosae
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in the eleventh century, (Manacorda,
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[Electa,

2001]
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In these poems, ruins are indices of a magnificent culture as
well as of the renunciation and abjection thatwere demanded
by conversion to Christianity. They are painfully ambiguous
signifiers, denoting the loss of being (Roma fuit!) and of
memory (vix Romae Roma recordor) thatwas prerequisite to

Temple of Faunus. In the Elephant [a landmark in the
Forum Holitorium] is the Temple of the Sibyl [temple
of Spes] and theTemple of Cicero in theTullianum [San
Nicola in Carcere] and the Temple of Jupiter [Jupiter
Stator], where the golden p?rgula was, and the Severian
[in
Temple [Porticus of Octavia], where Sant'Angelo
is. In Velabro, the Temple of Minerva. On
Pescheria]
the Bridge of the Jews [pons Fabricius], theTemple of
Faunus. In Caccavari, the Templum Craticulae. At the
Bridge of Antoninus [pons fractus], the Circus of An

spiritual progress. Although the verses' exquisite nostalgia for
Antiquity is unmatched in twelfth-century literature, the senti
ment is not unique. The Mirabilia urbis Romae, a very differ
ent kind of literary product, is also a text about loss: lost
histories, lost identities, lost buildings.
The first edition of theMirabilia
urbis Romae was the
work of an anonymous cleric, possibly Benedict, the canon of

toninus, where Santa Maria inCataneo [Santa Caterina
della Rota] is now. At Santo Stefano in Piscina [near
the Palace of the Prefect
Santa Lucia in Gonfalone],
Chromatius, and the temple called Olovitreum, made
entirely of crystal and gold by the art of mathematics,
where therewas an astronomy with all of the signs of
heaven; St Sebastian destroyed itwith Tiburtius the son

St. Peter's who compiled the closely related Ordo Romanae
Ecclesiae for Cardinal Guido of Citt? di Castello just before
Guido was elected pope (Celestine II, 1143-1144).71 Often
is better understood
said to be a "guidebook," theMirabilia
as a contribution to the genre of descripdo urbis (city de

scriptions), as has been shown by Nine Miedema.72 A sample
chapter, describing the leftbank of theTiber between Santa
Maria inCosmedin and Ponte Sant'Angelo, shows itscharacter:
At the steps [Santa Maria de gradellis, near the temple
of Portunus] was theTemple of the Sun. Santo Stefano
Rotondo [the temple of Hercules Olivarius] was the
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of Chromatius.73

The

text overlooks

a number

of

very

visible

monuments?

Santa Maria inCosmedin, theTheater ofMarcellus, theTheater
favor of what once
of Pompey, San Lorenzo inD?maso?in
was (fuit), lost antiquities. There is a special interest in build
. . ubi est.
ings that had been replaced by churches: ubi fuit.

The reason for this interest is implicit in the storyof thepalace
of Chromatius and its holovitreum, which comes from the late

These

times were

automated images of the zodiac and
to predict the future. After hearing St.
explanation of why such images and rites are

Sebastian's

abhorred by Christians, Chromatius declares:

... I believe, and my faith is that if I
completely dis
sociate myself from all of these things that the Chris
tian law abominates and prohibits, I will deserve to
have health now and in the future.75

oldest

and

England in the twelfth century?and physical. The economic
boom that accompanied the rise of the "middle class" inRome
in the later eleventh century also propelled new construction.
Antiquities began to disappear under or behind the facades of
buildings more useful to contemporary industries and inhabi
tants, as is vividly illustrated in the brilliant installations of the
"formless

Trachtenberg's

sea

of

rotting,

ancient

(Fig. 23).

pagan

in this city of Rome,

annals

and

see with

our

own

prefects

as we

eyes

and

of

of the
pagan

read in the
have

heard

stones.76

precious

Rome increasingly displayed difference from the collective
mental image of the ancient city generated by antiquarians
and archaeologists.
To return, in the end, to Richard Krautheimer. He dis
trusted theory.He once wrote tome:

Like the diptych by Hildebert of Lavardin, theMirabilia
urbis Romae both rues the ruin of Rome and acknowledges
that ruin is the image of Christian success. The context for
the palpable regret in the first half of this ambivalent prop
osition was intellectual?the revival of interest inAntiquity
that was shared by literate clerics throughout Europe and

in theCrypta Balbi

and

This verbal construct took on a life and semiotic power of its
own as, from the twelfth century onward, the actual ruins of

By and large I loathe everything that smacks of theory.
For one, I am too dumb for it, for theoretical thought as
well as for its high-faluting vocabulary. Second I can't
help suspecting thatmuch of it is written by scholars
not as conversant as they ought to be with thematerial
or with history.

cured.

dell'Alto Medioevo

senators,

from the old. We have taken care to put intowriting for
thememory of posterity, as best we could, how great
was their beauty of gold and silver, bronze and ivory

Permission is given to smash up the beautiful room, its gold
and crystal images and itsmachines, and Chromatius is duly

new Museo

other temples and palaces

consuls,

emperors,

Antique Acts of St. Sebastian. The prefect Chromatius, suffer
ing from gout and promised recovery if he converts toChris
tianity,permits St. Sebastian and St. Polycarp to destroy all of
the pagan idols in his house but balks at the cubiculum holo
vitreum?the "gold and crystal chamber"?upon
which his
father Tarquinius had expended more than 200 pounds of
gold.74 It contained
allowed Chromatius

and many

ruins"

was drying up.
The Mirabilia
urbis Romae attempts to reconstitute the
as
a
ruins
vanishing
shapely city of memory:

Taking thehumility topos forwhat it is ("false modesty is bet
ter than no modesty at all," he liked to say), we are leftwith
a challenge, or what I read as a challenge, tomake the "high
falutin vocabulary" of theory useful to history without reduc
ing history to themore or less artful deployment of fancy

words. The inventor of the "iconography of architecture"must
have known that it is not only possible but necessary to do
this, as the writing of history cannot advance by empirical
discoveries

alone.

Marvin

Trachtenberg's

adaptation

of

struc

turalist semiotics to the problematic of twelfth-centuryRome
has the capacity, like the pictorial concept of iconography, to
provoke a resorting of the historical data. As such it is a clever
and stimulating tribute to a great historian.
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